Taking research to a molecular level in kayak
design paid off when tank testing larger
yacht models. Most don't understand that
water spray does not scale proportionately..."

of everything, from hull
design, through included
systems and delivered the
final engineering drawings. So I was attracted by
the glamor of being a sailboat designer, where the
architect’s input is even
more integral in the shape of the yacht. After my studies I headed to
Annapolis, MD to begin work designing sailing yachts.” Even while
drafting production sailboats, Taiwanese-built yachts, mini America’s
Cup boats and numerous other sailboats built to Rule, Setzer continued drawing motorboats in his spare time.
A move to Florida in the mid-1980’s at a time when Tom Fexas, Jack
Hargrave, Chris Craft, Wellcraft, Denison and other giants of the
USA’s production motor yacht industry were enjoying their heyday,
placed Setzer at the epicenter of the boat building world. “By going
to work at Jack Hargrave’s studio in Palm Beach I elected to go with
a hardcore naval architect. We were like human drafting machines,
drawing designs on 6’ sheets of mylar, twelve drafting stations and
no computers: my first day of work I was given a 148’ boat to draw.
That’s how life started back then. I was fortunate enough to work with
Jack Hargave when he was designing big yachts for the ‘older yachting families’, like the Kaiser aluminum family and the Phipps family
of Palm Beach.. but he also had always designed for Hatteras Yachts
and that is where I wanted to get my hands dirty with actual day-today construction.”
So, after growing through that period, and still in his early twenties,
Setzer went on to become Custom Yachts Manager at Hatteras
Yachts, where he played a major role in growing the range to the 130’
mark. With over 100 people working under him on the customization
of Hatteras yachts the rising star flew around the world, attending
sales meetings and translated owner’s desires into their finished ves-

is 164' (50m) is part of a three
project series picked up by Italian
shipyard Admiral, who are determined
to continue their education of
Americas-market specific designs.

sels. Leaving Hatteras to start his own studio in 1991, Setzer admits
to feeling a little ‘burnt out’ with the high production yacht sector
and instead concentrated temporarily on the design of medical products and sporting goods.
His passion for a wide spectrum of design continues to this day, producing everything from surfboards to some of the lightest weight and
most efficient ‘sit-on-top’ kayaks on the performance paddle-sport
market. The naval architecture studies utilized in these projects are
scaled back into his current yacht designs. “When you’re designing
an 12’ hull for a kayak you’re aware of how water acts on an almost
molecular level, but when you tank test a model for a 260’ yacht hull
the water droplets of spray do not scale up in the same way for example. Our work on small hull craft has proved invaluable in our large
yacht designs.” Having such a passion for yacht design it was obvious
Setzer wouldn’t escape the lure of the yachting sector for long.
“I was almost immediately attracted back into yacht design by
Broward,” he grins. “They wanted to produce their first 88’ sportfish.
After that Christensen brought us in to design what at that time was
their largest boat to date, and so it carried on, with Trinity Yachts
bringing us in when they started up and we also worked with Jack
Hargave when he was building big yachts for the ‘old American families’, like the Kaiser aluminum family, the Phipps family… and so on.”
Continuing apace, the first five years of the 21st century were an important time for the studio and during the decade between 1995 and
2005 Setzer’s designs were responsible for a vast portfolio of US-produced tri-deck motor yachts and raised pilothouse yachts, with several downeast style boats and an expedition yacht too. Builds at
predominantly US shipyards confirmed its status as one of the country’s ‘go to’ designers with award winning yachts like Marama from
Delta Marine delivered to delighted clients. Other launches bore the
brands of Northern, Delta, Richmond Yachts, Intermarine USA and
Hinckley, Lyman Morse. That’s not to say their reputation was not
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